
30 DÀMHAIR – 2 SAMHAIN
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EXTRAORDINARY EVENTSExtraordinary scenery
FACLAN: THE 
HEBRIDEAN BOOK 
FESTIVAL (October)
Soil and Soul (exclusive 
preview of new stage 
adaptation by Alan Bissett), 
Julie Brook, Dan Richards, 
Niall Iain Macdonald, Donna 
Heddle, Ghillie Basan, Momus 
and more

HOGMANAY
With Willie Campbell and 
friends

MOVE-GLUASAD 
(January)
World premiere of debut show 
by Disaster Plan (multi award-
winning theatre-makers Julia 
Taudevin and Kieran Hurley)

AULD LANG SYNE 
(January)
Mairi Campbell brings her hit 
show to An Lanntair as part of 
our Burns Night celebrations.

HEBRIDEAN DARK 
SKIES FESTIVAL 
(February)
First performance of Karine 
Polwart’s � e Only Light Was 
Stars, Creativity and Curiosity, 
planetarium, � lms, and more

Plus stargazing, seafood, 
and sightseeing in the wild 
landscape of the Isle of Lewis

Follow #winterinthewild to the Outer Hebrides this winter



ROIMH-RÀDH:  INTRODUCTION

Roddy Murray
Founding Director
Head of Visual Arts & Literature

Grateful thanks to Creative Scotland, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Acair, Colaiste a’ Chaisteil 
(University of the Highlands & Islands), Between Islands programme and to Cala Hotels for 
supporting the cost of author accommodation.

Faclan Fringe is part-fi nanced by the Scottish Government and the European Community 
Outer Hebrides LEADER 2014-2020 programme.

If you shackle these two distinct words together - Human 
and Nature – you create a term that appears defi nite but is 
hard to defi ne. What might it mean?  It breeds questions 
and broaches issues about our inherent make-up, our 
earthly inheritance, our place, our environment: How we 
shape it and how it shapes us.

Our interior lives and the external world are limitless and 
complex. But are they diff erent or the same?  Is the world 
simply the sum total of our experience?  In these interesting 
times - for our politics and our planet - we take a journey 
outside and inside ourselves. 
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DICIADAIN: WEDNESDAY 30 Dàmhair
30 October 

Faclan Fringe   8PM

SOIL & SOUL 
� eatre performance and post-show discussion

Alastair McIntosh’s acclaimed book Soil & 
Soul is an inspirational account of how his 
Lewis upbringing shaped his life’s work as a 
prominent environmental activist. 

Now, leading Scottish playwright Alan Bissett 
is adapting Soil & Soul for the stage in a 
production by Lewis-based arts organisation 
sruth-mara.

To launch this year’s Faclan Fringe, a 
cast of fi ve including folk musician Mairi 
Campbell present an exclusive script-in-
hand performance of Alan’s script, directed 
by Laura Cameron-Lewis, following a week 
of rehearsals in Uig and Stornoway. Please 
join us aft erwards for a discussion event with 
the creative team, including Alastair and 
Alan – your feedback will be a vital part of 
the development process.

Supported by the National Lottery 
through Creative Scotland.

Workshop 7PM 

STORNOWAY WRITERS’ CIRCLE
Local writers refl ect on this year’s festival theme, Human 
Nature, through discussion and readings of work.

IMAGE: Sulian Stone Eagle Herney, who 
campaigned with Alastair against plans for 
a super quarry on Harris, photographed by 
Murdo MacLeod on Harris in 1994. Stone 
Eagle is a key character in Alan’s play.
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Film   2PM 

THE TREASURE OF 
THE SIERRA MADRE 
A dark fable of how gold fever and greed generate 
paranoia, suspicion and eventually murder, starring 
Humphrey Bogart. Th e Treasure of the Sierra Madre 
was one of the fi rst Hollywood productions to be shot 
on location outside the USA.

Talk 5PM 

NORSE PLACE NAMES WITH 
DONNA HEDDLE
A fascinating insight into the history, heritage and 
meaning of the Hebrides’ many Norse place names, 
presented by Professor Donna Heddle from the 
University of the Highlands and Islands.

Faclan Fringe 9.30PM 

NATURE / NURTURE:  
FACLAN FRINGE SCRATCH NIGHT

Lewis-based performers are invited to share works in progress 
across all art-forms, inspired by this year’s festival theme.

DIARDAOIN: THURSDAY 31 Dàmhair
31 October 

30 Dàmhair
30 October 

Film

THE TREASURE OF 
THE SIERRA MADRE 
A dark fable of how gold fever and greed generate 
paranoia, suspicion and eventually murder, starring 
Humphrey Bogart. Th e Treasure of the Sierra Madre 
was one of the fi rst Hollywood productions to be shot 
on location outside the USA.

DIARDAOIN: THURSDAY

Film Talk   7 .30PM 

SOLAS: THE ISLAND 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF 
MARGARET FAY SHAW
A celebration of the life, photography and fi lm 
of the American anthropologist Margaret Fay 
Shaw and her time in Uist in the early 1930s, 
this event includes a screening of Solas, a new 
short fi lm about Shaw’s life. Presented by Fiona 
Mackenzie of the National Trust for Scotland.

Faclan 2019
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Talk Music 5PM 

MOMUS: HAIRSTYLE 
OF THE DEVIL
Cult musician and author Momus – named aft er 
the Greek god of mockery - marks the 30th 
anniversary of his best-known song, Hairstyle of 
the Devil, with a look at pop music’s power to 
explore the darker, more transgressive aspects of 
human behaviour, from his own infl uences such 
as Bowie and Brel, to those he has infl uenced 
himself such as Pulp and the Pet Shop Boys.

Film   2PM 

LORD OF THE FLIES

Th e original and most powerful 
fi lm version of William 
Golding’s dark parable for 
our times, in which a group 
of marooned schoolboys 
gradually descend into savagery.
Peter Brook 1963, 92mins (PG)

Faclan Fringe  12 .30PM

SPRIT AND SPICE with
GHILLIE BASAN
As part of this year’s Faclan Fringe we present a 
special lunch event hosted by Scottish food and 
travel writer Ghillie Başan, whose books have 
been nominated for the Glenfi ddich Guild of 
Food Writers and Cordon Blue Awards.

DIHAOINE : FRIDAY
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Film Talk

7PM OUTPOST: DAN RICHARDS
8.30PM TÌDE: JULIE BROOK

An author and a visual artist compare notes across two 
events. Dan Richards discusses his new book Outpost: 
A Journey to the Wild Ends of the Earth (‘by turns 
beautiful, funny, evocative and learned’ – Th e Observer), 
in which he travels to mountains, tundra, forests, oceans 
and deserts to embrace the appeal of isolation. His event 
is twinned with Tìde in which land-artist Julie Brook 
expounds on the philosophy behind her dramatic, 
elemental sea fi re-stacks; conceived on Jura and reignited 
phoenix-like on the west coast of Lewis.

Faclan Fringe 10PM
AFTER ALL OF THE DAYS 
WE WILL DISAPPEAR 
Andrew Eaton-Lewis’s songs have found their 
way to daytime Radio One, a Hollywood movie, 
and numerous theatre shows. Now living on 
Lewis, he launches his fi rst album in fi ve years, 
a lyrical exploration of humanity, landscape 
and loss. ‘Adult pop with heart and brains.’
- Th e Guardian.

1 Samhain
1 November

Faclan 2019
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DICIADAIN / 
WEDNESDAY

30 DAMHAIR /  30 OCTOBER 

Workshop  7PM

STORNOWAY WRITERS 
CIRCLE

Faclan Fringe  8PM

SOIL & SOUL

DIARDAOIN / 
THURSDAY

31 DAMHAIR /  31 OCTOBER

Film  2PM

THE TREASURE OF 
THE SIERRA MADRE 

Talk  5PM

NORSE PLACE NAMES WITH 
DONNA HEDDLE

Film Talk  7 .30PM

SOLAS: THE ISLAND 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF 
MARGARET FAY SHAW: 

Faclan Fringe  9 .30PM

NATURE / NURTURE - 
FACLAN FRINGE SCRATCH 
NIGHT
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DIHAOINE / 
FRIDAY

1 SAMHAIN /  1 NOVEMBER

Faclan Fringe  12 .30PM

SPRIT AND SPICE WITH 
GHILLIE BASAN

Film  2PM

LORD OF THE FLIES

Talk Music  5PM

MOMUS: HAIRSTYLE OF THE 
DEVIL

Talk 7PM 

OUTPOST: DAN RICHARDS

Film Talk  8 .30PM 

TIDE: JULIE BROOK

Faclan Fringe  10PM

AFTER ALL OF THE DAYS WE 
WILL DISAPPEAR 

DISATHAIRNE / 
SATURDAY

2 SAMHAIN /  2 NOVEMBER

Talk  10AM

THIS GOLDEN FLEECE: 
ESTHER RUTTER

Talk  11 .30AM

A TELLING OF STONES: 
NEIL RACKHAM

Faclan Fringe   1PM

MOMUS: UNRELIABLE TOUR 
GUIDE

Talk  2PM

INSURRECTION: JAMES 
HUNTER

Film  3 .30PM

THE SALT OF THE EARTH

RECEPTION 6PM

ACAIR DRINKS EVENT 

Film Talk  7 .30PM 

ALONE. AT SEA: NIALL IAIN 
MACDONALD

CLOSING RECEPTION

DRINKS EVENT for MEMBERS, 
GUESTS AND AUTHORS.

w
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Talk   11 .30AM

A TELLING OF STONES: 
NEIL RACKHAM
In the tradition of classic storytelling, 
this collection gathers many stories and 
names round ‘second sight’ and one 
powerful ‘seer stone’. Most famously 
the prophecies of Coinneach Odhar the 
semi-mythical Brahan Seer - ‘the Gaelic 
Nostradamus’. New from Lewis-based 
publishers Acair.

Talk 10AM

THIS GOLDEN FLEECE: 
ESTHER RUTTER

Self-described ‘knit-aholic’ Esther Rutter 
unravels the social history and allure of 
knitting, from Fair Isle to Cornwall via the 
Hebrides as described in her book Th is 
Golden Fleece, published by Granta.

DISATHAIRNE : SATURDAY
@
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Faclan Fringe  1PM

MOMUS: UNRELIABLE TOUR GUIDE
A surreal, comic walking tour, Momus’s Unreliable Tour Guide 
has been performed at festivals across the world. Join the creator 
of Th e Book of Scotlands and Th e Book of Japans for a stroll 
around Stornoway and some fascinating – but not necessarily 
factually accurate - truths.

Talk  2PM

INSURRECTION: 
JAMES HUNTER

Insurrection: Scotland’s 
Famine Winter, by one 
of our fi nest historians 
James Hunter, tells the 
story of the Islands and 
West Highlands famine 
of the 1840s and the 
subsequent riots over the 
price of food: a dramatic 
yet largely forgotten slice 
of Hebridean history.

2 Samhain
2 November
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Talk Film 7PM 

ALONE. AT SEA: NIALL 
IAIN MACDONALD

Niall Iain Macdonald shares the 
compelling testimony of his two 
dramatic solo attempts to row 
across the Atlantic from NY to SY 
- New York to Stornoway – and the 
reasons why he did it. Th is exclusive 
account of an extraordinary voyage 
from depression to mental health 
will include never before seen fi lm 
footage. 

Film  3 .30pm
THE SALT OF THE EARTH
A documentary about the Brazilian 
photographer Sebastiao Salgado and his 
work with the world’s poor, exploited and 
deprived, Wim Wenders’ fi lm won the Special 
Prize at Cannes and the Cesar Award for Best 
Documentary, as well as being nominated for 
an Oscar. Wim Wenders 2014 110 mins (PG)

6PM RECEPTION
Acair hosts a reception to celebrate the launch of Neil Rackham’s new book about the Brahan Seer.

FOLLOWED BY CLOSING RECEPTION

DISATHAIRNE : SATURDAY 2 Samhain
2 November
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TAISBEANAIDHEAN: EXHIBITIONS

Exhibition

NALINI: ARPITA SHAH

Part of a doctoral research project, using 
poetry and experimental techniques 
to create an intimate, non-narrative 
experience, examining sensory elements 
of human experience and exploring 
themes connected to landscape, 
memory and perception. 

Arpita Shah is based in Edinburgh. 
She works between photography and 
film, exploring the fields where culture, 
heritage and identity meet.

In association with Street Level 
Photography. Delivered as part of our 
Purvai programme

Faclan 2019
13
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EMILY MACKENZIE : 
ERIC MAKES A SPLASH
Come and listen to Emily MacKenzie read her book ‘Eric Makes a 
Splash’ and hear about what sends Eric the panda into a worrying 
whirl. Emily will chat to the children about worries and fears, 
show them how to draw Eric the panda and provide a fun craft  
workshop based around her book. 

ENGLISH P4-7 

BARBARA HENDERSON: 
WILDERNESS WARS
Poor Mouse! A bear has decided to settle in his favourite chair 
but that chair isn’t big enough to share.  Ross is a multi-award-
winning author and illustrator who will read, draw pictures, get 
the children drawing and show how he makes his brilliant books.   

ENGLISH P1-3   

ALAN WINDRAM: ONE BUTTON BENNY
Benny is diff erent, Benny is special, Benny is a Robot. Benny has 
a big red button in the middle of his tummy with the words ‘Only 
Press In An Emergency’ on it. Benny has never pressed his button 
but one day something happens and he has to press it.  Join author 
Alan Windram in this highly interactive picture book event for 
primary 1 – 3 children with songs, song writing, storytelling, 
visuals describing how illustrator Chloe Holwill-Hunter created 
Benny and his world. Th ere will defi nitely be some ‘robot dancing’ 
too. Find out what happened when Benny pressed his button.  
One Button Benny won the Bookbug Picture Book Prize 2019.

Contact our Education and Outreach team on 01851 708493 to 
fi nd out more or to book.

Faclan Òga events are supported by GLAIF (Gaelic Language Act 
Implementation Fund) and Scottish Book Trust through Live 
Literature.

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES EVENT

EVENTS FOR SCHOOLS
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w.lanntair.com

GÀIDHLIG P3/4 

MARIE C. NICAMHLAIGH : MO 
GRANAIDH AGUS AN LOSGANN MÒR
Say hello to Benji the little character who narrates this lovely little 
story for us with strange and unusual goings on when his Granny 
comes to visit and she sees a frog. Granny is dreaming about the 
frog getting into the house and eating everything and growing 
bigger and bigger. Marie created the story from an encounter with 
a frog when visiting family in Holland.   She’ll tell you about all 
the interesting things she saw over there - tulips, cheese, bicycles, 
windmills, canals, clogs and of course frogs!  Th ere’s also fun to be 
had playing a simple game with words and balls.

GÀIDHLIG P3/4 

AM FÌOR SGEULACHD MUN NIGHEAN 
BÀN with ARIEL KILLICK
Do you want to fi nd out the real story of Goldilocks and the Th ree 
Bears? Whatever happened to the lesser-known Purplilocks, and 
why don’t we hear about  Goldilocks’ other brothers and sisters 
who joined her on that fateful trip to the Bears’ House? Enjoy a 
modern Gaelic take on this traditional story, as children embark 
on a fun, rambunctious adventure exploring and engaging with 
Gaelic vocabulary within the context of a familiar tale. 

ENGLISH HIGHER /  ADVANCER HIGHER

KEVIN MACNEIL : THE STORNOWAY WAY
Kevin Macneil is a multi-award-winning, widely published and broadcast 
writer who has taught and performed internationally. He has written six 
books (novels, poetry, aphorisms) and edited six books (including works 
by Robert Louis Stevenson and Iain Crichton Smith), plus he has written 
for cinema, stage, radio and television. He has taught internationally and 
is a Lecturer in Creative Writing at University of Stirling.  

Kevin will talk about his best-selling novel, Th e Stornoway Way which 
is full of wit and wisdom, both a romantic evocation and a scabrous 
critique of the Isle of Lewis – “a great and symbolic chip off  Scotland’s 
shoulder”.  He will also explain the process of adapting the book for the 
newly staged production with Dogstar Th eatre.

EVENTS FOR SCHOOLS 15
Faclan 2019



Booking: T 01851 708 480     E info@lanntair.com     www.lanntair.com

Sràid Choinnich, Steòrnabhagh, Eilean Leòdhais HS 2DS
Kenneth Street, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis HS DS
Charity No. SC003287 

@AnLanntair

OPENING HOURS
 Monday to Saturday 10am – late

TICKET PRICES
General Admission: FREE

All Festival ticket: £60

Films: £4/£3

Author Events: £6/£5

School Events – FREE but booking essential


